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.,245. .}3risthj Business 

01' Sol and firecrackers aren't the only things to come out of the East. 
Before the apple cart upset about four years ago, China carried on a rather bristling 
business in bristles of one sort and another. In fact prior to Japanese occupation 
and the closing of all norma.1 exit routes, China was the chief source of bristles for 
the :hole world. The bristles, in turn, emanated from the noble backs of hogs thnt 
were given on extra lease on life so their bristles would be long and str.ng. That 
was before the Japs swarmed in and the Chinese killed and ate many of theLr prize 
hogs ro 	1:.han leave food on the hoof for th enemy. 

Besides raiding the hogs, drcsing the bristles is a specialized business 
requiring nimble uinger and continued practice over a period of years. Duni.n the 

few years bristle dressers have migrated to this continent from Europe, but as 
long as a good quality of bristle wr:s available from China we depended largely upon 
that'source of supply of ready dressed bris -tie. Since the war, however, the situa-
tion has altered and our attention has been forced t. otho" markets. In this country 
hogs are raised principally for meat. purposes and are slaughtered while still young. 
}int is probably the main reason why bristles are not produced commercially in Canarin. 

Although we don' t. raise bristles we do manufacture brushes. In 1241 over 
1,88,00 1C dozoi, brushes were made in Canada, not including those made of corn or 
fl.bre. Peacetime uses for bristles run to paint and varnish brushes, tooth and other 
toiiot brasheo. such as shavLng, clothes, hair, nail and shoe brushes, and dabbing 
brushes for the v.'ooilen industry. All are manufactured with a view to serving a 
definite purpose and different types and lengths of bristles are mixed in order to 
give the proper working qualities. Vartime uses of brusIies include the ';oolion mills 
which produce clot-h for the armed services and the navy and army require large quart-
titics for construction and maintenance of equipment. 

Horse hair and certain vegetable fibers are often mixed with hog bristles 
in the manufacture of brushes, especiaLly inee the war has made the lc.tter hard to 
get. Horsehair is not generally used aLone in the manufacture of bettor paint and 
varih brushes but can be used satisfactorily in floor sweeps, counLer nd mill 
dusters and many miscellaneous brushes. Fibre, especially istle, a Mexican fibre, 
hn unlimited posihilities in the manufacture of brushes other than for paint and 
varnish )urposes. There are grades for coarse and abrasive bruches and 'or shaving 
brushes, with all qualities in between. 

Nylon rilament v;as just coming to the fore in replacing hog bristles in the 
manufacture of brushes when the ;-:a f rad it into more vital charrl. Howevur it 
had been in c1oinetic use long enough to prove tt worth and in V)nlP Case9 jt. 75 

found superior to the materials formerly used. 

In Bureau records brushes are Listed under the heading "Broon, Brush and 
Mop Industry". In the 1941 report 2Z such establishments are listed as being in 
operation, with most of them located in Ontarir, and Quebec. Paint brushes, with a 
seljing value of over l,t58,0D0 came first in importance, with corn brooms, brushes.  
for household use and mops of all kinds next in order. 

No. p46.. - Canadian Firefighters_inEniand. 

In the eari.y days of the var when the Cernsr air force v:as biitztng London 
and othe- English towns, dropping their loads of death without regard fcr the 
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military value of their targets, homes with all their contents were blasted, people 
were killed, churches, hospitals and schools were demolished. Incendiary bombs 
were dropped by the hundreds and the property lose through fire reached alarming 
figures Through it all, with courage and fortitude, the people carried on with 
their daily tasks, little shaken by the onslaught. But today with the Allied fighters 
and bombers controlling tle Fkies over Britain as well as over Continental Europe, 
the Nazi bombers have lost much of their sting. 

To combat the fire menace fire fighting bodies were organized throughout 
Britain to which Canada has made an invaluable contribution in the form of the 
Corps of Canadian Firefighters. It is a unique organization in that it is the 
first unit of its kind ever mobilized in one country to fight fires in another. Or-
ganized in March 1942, members of the unit began to arrive in Britain by the 
following June. Today more than 400 Canadi.ans have been recruited in this service 
to serve in Britain. 

Recruits are equipped and trained in Ottawa. The Corps, at the present 
time, represents 105 Canadian municipalities. Two-thirds of the strength is com-
posed of trained firemen, including fire chiefs, assistant fire chiefs and all 
degrees of lesser rank. Unskilled personnel is selected carefully from applicants 
whce qualifications indicate they are likely to become first-class firefighters. 

During April, Canadian Firefighters fought blazes started by Nazi bombs 
in a municipality on the English south coast. The Commander of the British 
National Fire Service Unit with which the Canadians worked declared that "the keen-
ness and enthusiasm displayed and the efficient manner in which they carried out 
their various duties is worthy of the highest praise." 

No 247 - The Greasy Pole on the First Dominion Da 

Mr. Gilbert Rowan, of Miniota, Man., a much valued Bureau of Statistics 
reporter, has given us permission to make public the following letter from him: 

"I am 87 years old last September 28th. And I remember getting up after 
being three days in bed with the measles. I walked three miles to Georgetown, 
Ontario, to be present at the great day of commemoration, the first of July. It 
was called Dominion Day and there never had been a Dominion Day before. I hope 
I don't weary you, but I remember one incident of that great day thaL I have never 
forgotten. 

"The man that was doing the loud talking said there was $2.00 for any-
body that climbed the greasy pole and put his hand on the top. Well, I watched 
'til there was nobody looking and I went and inspected the pole, and started to 
climb. Soon there was a crowd around. It was quite interesting climbing, but I 
got half way when I came to the soft soap. I tried to go on up but found it was 
out of the question. But they would laugh at me if I quit. 

"Then I had a brain wave. I went down and filled the new pockets of 
my coat with red sand and rubbed it on the pant legs where the soft soap was. 
Then I went at it again. I could hear them talking. Some boys said I wouldn't 
get to the top, but Dr. Wm. Freeman said 'I know that Gil Rowan. He'll go to the 
top alright' Well, I got about two feet from the top and my sand gave out. 
Again I wentdowii and got a fill-up of sand. Finally I succeeded in placing my 
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hand on the top of the pole. But there wasn't any $2.00 bill there. 

"The crowd cheered loud and long. I got it into my head that they were 
laughing at me so I just loosened my arms 	legs, dropped to the ground on my feet 
and took to my heels. I ran the three miles home and told my Mother all about it. 
She said sure they laughed at me. 'Just look at that good new suit of homespun 
flannel all in such a mess.' I wasn't fit to be seen. Well, I was never foing to 
Georgetown again to be laughed at. 

"A few days later a neighbor woman who had been to Georgetown came over 
with $2.00 which she said Joseph Barber had given her to give to Gilbert Rowan for 
climbing the greasy pole on Dominion Day. 

"I can remember that scrape I got into, but I can't remember wher I started 
to send crop reports to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. I am sure it was not be-
fore July 1st, 1867 because there was no New Dominion before that date. I have been 
on the Pacific but I have never seen the Atlantic. I was born in Hamilton cncl Toronto 
is the farthest East I have been. I would like to see Ottawa." 

No. 248. -- We Learned About Paper from Wa 

If it hadn't been for a wasp, this story might never have been put down on 
paper. 

We learned about paper from wasps. Did you ever watch one of these insects 
build a nest? First of all he tears off a small piece of dry wood, like a sliver from 
a fence post, then he chews it up into a pulp, works it into a paste and finally 
spreads the whole mess out to dry. By patience and persistence the familiar cone-
shaped nest is at last completed--a house of real wood-pulp paper. Scientists had 
often watched this operation but it wasn't until as late as the middle of the last 
century that they finally tried it themselves. That was the beginning of the indus-
try as we know it today, an industry in which Canada now leads the world. 

Until wood superseded rags and straw in the manufacture of paper, the indus-
try was relatively unimportant. Our extensive pulpwood resources and wideJy distri.-
buted water powers have been largely responsible for the great development. Quebec 
and Ontario are the centre for operations in Canada. Spruce supplemented by balsam 
fir in the east and by hemlock in the west has been found to be most suitable for 
the production of all but the best classes of paper. A few years ago the United 
States was the world's chief newsprint producer. In 1941 Canada's production was 
over three times that of the United States. Last year our output was well in excess 
of three million tons. In fact we are now sendine 210,000 tons of newsprint across 
the border every month. 

Not only newsprint is made in Canada. Practically all kinds of paper used 
here at the present time can be produced within our own boundaries. There are three 
classes of mills in the industry. In 1941 these comprised 28 making pulp only, 51 
combined pulp and paper mills, and 27 making paper only. Newsprint makes up almost 
80 per cent of our paper production, with paper boards, wrapping paper, book and 
writing paper, tissue and miscellaneous paper in order. 

Indeed, it's a paper era in which we live. Paper is utilized in building 
our houses, our automobiles, even some of our clothes. With its help civflization 
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moves on. Sanitary paper food wrappers, individual paper cups and towels, surgical 
cressings and handkerchiefs have all become part of our daily life. Add to these few 
mentioned, the art and literature placed at our disposal and ycu have perhaps a 
faint idea of just how much vie do owe to the development of the paper industry. 

Increased business activity since the v'ar has resulted in large incren.es 
in the demand for many kinds of paper, and vast quantities of many different grades 
are needed by the fighting services for purposes of record. Such products as paper 
board are extensively used in new offices, military hutments and other buildings, 
and both wrappings and board are in great demand for packaging goods ranging all the 
way from food to ammunition. Certain puips are used in the manufacture of explosives 
and for other purposes 

Newsprint paper continues to provide the principal medium through which 
the public can be informed of the progress of the struggle and the problems it entails. 
One of the most important war functions of the pulp and paper indut.ry of Canada is 
that of supplying foreign exchange in large volume for the purchase of war supplies 
of classes and kinds nct available in this country, In this connecton the pulp end 
paper industry has played a part far greater than that of any other industry. 

No..249. -- -Heml Now Grown in Canada. 

The connection between the invasion of the Philippine Islands by the 
Japanese and a field of hemp growing in Canada may not be apparent but in reality 
±ey are very closely related. When the Japs took over these islands in the P.c ftc 
they cut off one of Canada' s sources of supply of imported fibre. But as with te 
case of many other commodities, the sources of which have been reduced or enti.relj 
cut off by enemy action, Canada has gone in for the production of hemp, althrrih under 
the watchful eye of the po1ice 

Hemp production in Canada has been ilieal since i95, because of what war; 
known as the Marihuana situation when cigarettes were made of the plant. As the act 
making the growing of hemp unlawful has not been set aside it can only be gro..n under 
police supervision by special dispensation. Hemp as grown in Canada, the United 
States, Russia and other European countries is a soft fibre, such as flax and jutc, 
and should not be confused :ith the Manila hemp, sisal, henequen and other hard 
fjhTes. 

The Dominion Department of Agriculture, anticipating that there might he 
a definite need for Canadian .grown hemp, has followed the situation closely. A per-
mit cas granted for the production of one fiele of this crop at the Central Experi-
mortal Farm in 1942. The production was carefully worked up over flax machinerj, 
both hand and turbine, and evaluated by the hard fibre spinners as to possi bti ty for 
use At the same time the plans of the United States Department of Agriculture v:'re 
followed, and sufficient seed was reGuisitioned to set up two hemp mills in Canada, 
one in the East, the other in he West, capable of handling 2,000 acres each. 

Very considerable research is still going on toward the utilization of hemp 
fibre, poslh].y spun over jute machinery, with different treatments, in the hope 'f 
producing hinder twine which will operate succssfu1ly in the present. type of binde-. 
As is well known, the present binder twines are made from a mixture of sisal and hene-
queri, the chief sources of which are British East Africa and Mexico. 
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No. 250. - }Iandicaps of Wartime Farming in Britain 

The Canadian farmer is having a difficult time these days but in comparison 
with the British farmer his lot is easy. In Britain normal afternightfall chores ha-
ve to be donc in pitch blackness, without light visible in the barnyard or from the 
house or any other of the farm buildings. Night raiders flying over Britain see no 
light in all the expanse of towns, villages, and countryside. Yet throughout Eritain 
farmers are milking, feeding their stock, bedding down cattle, working in barnyards 
and in the farm buildings, and until reent1y many had to do their tractor ploughing 
in the blackness of the night made darker by the drizzling rains and mists common to 
the climate. 

But there are other handicaps to farming in Britain than working in darkness. 
The farmer there has got accustomed to his turnip field being turned at a moment's 
notice into a base for anti-aircraft batteries; he must work is pock-marked fields to 
the edge of bomb craters—big holes four to 10 feet deep and up to 20 feet across-
which must be fenced in if they cannot be filled in or farmed around. One farm had 
more than 50 of these holes, but what hurts the farmer most is that the bombs scatter 
the infertile subsoil over the top soil that has taken many years to build up. 

Precautions have to be taken against incendiary bombs when the grain is ri-
pening or the straw stacked in the fields. Buckets of water, sand bags, and fire 
beaters must be kept close at hand. If the army wants its farmhouse, the farmer and 
his family must take up quarters in some outbuilding. Increased products—grown un-
der handicap of labour and equipment—must be sold at fixed prices, and carry on "Cou-
pon Farming" that is, feed his live stock and poultry on a coupon basis, and in iiany 
instances he finds that the feeds allotted under the system do not begin to meet the 
minimum requirements of his stock. 

The British farmer also has to pay a heavy income tax, but, in addition, if 
his profits for the year are above a certain fixed level, he must give up for the 
duration of the war exactly 100 per cent of that surplus profit under the Excess Pro-
fit tax. Yet he carries on and has increased not only the acreage but the average 
production per acre. As an example of increased yield wheat in 1942 returned an ave-
rage for the country of 34 bushels to the acre and oats 80 bushels. 

No. 251. - The Forests vs The People 

Order I Order in the court I 

Oyezi Oyez9 Oyezt Hear yet Hear yet Hear yet All manner of persons interes-
ted in the findings of this court........ 

The people of Canada stand charged with the woeful desecration of the forests 
of this Dominion. Acts committed against the defendant include: 

1. Carelessness and indifference in handling fires in and near the woods, 
resulting in destruction which in 1941 totalled 1,446,000,000 cu ft. of merchantable 
timber. 

2. Indiscriminate and unregulated cutting of timber stands. 

3. Gross neglect in taking protective steps against fungus and insect attacks, 
allowing them to reach epidemic proportions. Ravages of this kind destroy about 700,000,-
000 Cu. ft. of wood every year. 
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4. Blindness exhibited to the impor..ance of forests in soil and water con-
servation programs and the preservation of fish, game and all wild life. 

5. Failure to recognize the importance of scientific reforestation in the 
perpetuation of Canadian woodlands. 

Your Honour, Canada possesses over 313,000 million cu. ft. of standing mer-
chantable timber. Annual drain on forest resources in 1941 were about 5,100,000,000 
Cu. ft. Even if total depletion is replaced by total growth, the ancient giants of 
the forest will require several hundred years to replace. The idea that forests must 
make way for agriculture was rampant in earlier years. Soil drifting and erosion 
have resulted. Shelterbelts and farm woodlots are beginning to gain widespread re-
cognition and plans are being formulated with a weather eye peeled for the future. 

The forestry industry represents a capital exceeding a billion doflars. 
Wood exports net the Dominion an annual $5OOpOOOpOOO. Elaborate and ingenious ad-
vances have been made towards biilding up industries to consume our timber supplies, 
but in the protection and rational development of the very resource upon which 
these industries depend we have lagged sadly behing. 

After due and careful consideration, gentlemen of the jury find the accu-
sed guilty as charged beyond all reasonable doubt. The maximum penalty under the 
prevailing laws of cause and effect and natural compensation for acts committed, 
whether out of ignorance or indifference, shall be the ultimate and inevitable re.-. 
duc1'-n c tjiis lush and fertile country of ours to a barren waste, utterly bereft 
of life in any form.0 

Case d1sinissed 

252. 	Boil, Boil, Cau1dronubb1e 

Ten tanned toilers tasting tea 
Trying to trot to Truxlury Fair, 
One ox opening an oyster. 

No, it doesn t make sense we admit, but mention of tea always brings the 
o:!.d nursery rhyme twister to mind. 

Before the war Canada was listed in fifth place among the chief tea drin-
king nations of the world0 In those comparatively peaceful days we quaffed about 
four pounds of the "China drink" per person per year. The honors for first place 
in this marathon are generally conceded to Great Britain where it is estimated that 
each person drinks nine pounds of tea every year. Strange enough China, whence 
caine much of our tea, drinks about half the tea grown in the entire world, yet her 
average per capita consumption amounts to only about two pounds a year. 

Since the war a certain Paraguayan tea has appeared on the North American 
market0 It is known as "Mate" and greatly relished by natives of various South Ame-
rican countries., Although most widely grown in Brazil. Most of our tea came from 
India, Ceylon, China and Japan. Imports then ran to over 40 million pounds annual- 
ly. 

Canadians seem to prefer black tea to the green variety. These days, of 
rationing and coupons a cup of tea is a cup of tea no matter what the colour. In 
1941 more than 56 mIllion pounds of loose tea were listed among materials used in the 
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miscellaneous foods industry of Canada. The selling value of the tea at the factory 
totalled some 18,840,000. 

Three hundred years ago if yru h the 40 it took to purchase a pound of tea 
you could wrap it up carefully and take it noie, with the excuse that the Npothecary 
reported it good for colds. We have now advanced to that stage of civilizLtion where 
the 40 doesn't mean a thing if you cant  produce a ration coupon. And so the wheels 
of progress turn. 

No. 25. - Good Lawns in Shad1 P1ace 

The establishment and maintenance of grass under trees and in other shady 
locations is one of the most difficult of all turf jroblems. There are, of course, 
some situations where the shade is so dense that it is impossible to grow grass. In 
other instances it is possible to maintain a green cover only by sowing grass seed two 
or more times each year. In a majority of cases, however,it is possible, by very 
careful preparation and maintenance, to secure and maintain a satisfactory permanent 
turf. 

The ideal soil for lawns in the shade is a deep q  rich, well drained sandy loam 
and if not already present every effort should be made to secure such a soil by improving 
that which is on the site or replacing it with soil of a suitable nature. Heavy ferti-
lization before seeding is recommended and the fertilizer should be worked deeply into 
the soil. Vhere large trees are present it is desirable to provide extra food for them 
by removing the topsoil from the area in which the feeding roots are situated and work-
ing a liberal application of fertilizer into the subsoil without disthrbing the roots. 
The topsoil is then replaced and fertilized in the same manner as the rema1nier of the 
lavn. If the subsoil is heavy it is well to install a system of tile drains in order 
to secure adequate under-drainage. Surface drainage may be taken care of by proper 
grading. 

The best time to seed in shady places, particularly under deciducus trees, is 
around August 15. This allows free time in the fall and early spring for the establish--
ment of a deeply rooted turf. 

The seeds mixture should contain a high proportion of species particularly 
adapted to shady locations. Creeping red fescue and chewing's fescue do veil under dry 
shady conditions and rough stalked blue grass usually does well in moist shady locations. 

The grass should not be cut too short. A height of one and one-half to two 
inches is recommended. Established grass in shady places should be fertilized twice 
each year, once in the early spring, before active growth begins and again during late 
August. The health of both trees and grass can be greatly improved by feeding the trees 
through holes punched into the soil in the feeding root zone. 

Water only when necessary to keep the grass in a slowly growing healthy condition. 
Trim out as many limbs of the trees as possible without affecting the beauty or health 
of the trees. 

No. 254. -- Vlinter Theat 

During the first three years of the war Canada disposed of an average of 550 
million buohels of wheat between domestic and outside demand. The ucreag€ objective 
set for 1943 is 18.7 million acres, a decrease of about 14 per cent from the 21.6 million 
acres seeded last year. 



For the past two decades the acreage sown to winter wheat on the Prairies 
has been very small, in fact production of it has been practically confined to south 
western Alberta. In that area, after wheat growing first commenced, the winter va-
riety was the most common. However, losses due to root rot, winter killing and a low 
market price combined to replace winter wheat with that seeded in the spring. Since 
the war lirices have again risen and as winter wheat cannot be imported from the United 
States there has been a greater demand for it. It has been found too that by delaying 
seeding until after the beginning of September losses from root rot can be avoided. 

This year winter wheat will likely receive more consideration by farmers 
both east and west due to the very wet conditions at the time of seeding spring crops. 
Success with this crop depends on proper tillage of the soil, adequate fertility, 
selection of fields with good surface drainage, seeding at the proper time, and use 
of good seed of approved varieties and seed treatment, In Ontario the average yield 
in pounds per acre for the past ten years has been higher for winter wheat than for 
barley or oats, which has made it a popular crop for feeding purposes. It has also 
enjoyed a steady market among milling companies and the early ripening advances the 
harvesting season which helps in no small measure to ocntemct the present labour 
problem. The area for harvest in 1943 of fall wheat is expected to be about 600,-
000 acres,  

g n da  s commitments for the shipment of bacon, eggs and cheese to the United 
Kingdom and the need for increasing this year production of other live-stock and 
dairy products, required the assurance of substantial supplies of feed and forage crops 
Therefore in 1943 feed and forage crops will take up 2.9 million acres of the 1942 
wheat area0 With most of the wheat acreage located in the prairies it necessarily 
follows that the shift from wheat to other crops chiefly affects Western Canada. 

No0 255. 	It's the Berries 

As the berry season looms large and lucious on the horizon, our mouths water 
and we dream incessantly of gobs and gobs of strawberry shortcake. Though the whipped 
cream is a war casualty, our dreams appear well on the way to sweet fulfillment for 
the 1943 strawberry crop looks promieing Production during the last couple of years 
has been somewhat below the previous five-year average, but supplies have been adequate 
for domestic demands. The crop estimate for this year runs around 15 million pounds 
as compared with a production of over 17 million last year. Next to apples, straw-
berries are Canada's most important commercial fruit and are produced widely throughout 
tkie Pcminion. with the exception of the Prairies. 

After strawberries comes the raspberry, with an estimated production this 
year of 8 million pounds. The backward weather in most sections of the country 
delayed the appearance of this fruit on the market a few weeks this year. Logan-
berries comprise other cultivated berry crop of which about 1,750,000 pounds are 
expected to be produced this season. substantial revenue is also derived from the 
native blueberry and cranberry, the former being abundant over large areas of Eastern 
Canada., while the cranberry is found chiefly in the Maritimes. 

The importance of fruits in the diet demands that wherever possible production 
should be increased to protect both domestic and export requirements. Housewives are 
urged to preserve as much as their sugar rations will allow. A recent Agricultural 
tul1etin reminds us that because sugar is limited, it does not follow that the greatest 
m aount cannot be canned, because after the sugar has been stretched to its utmost fruit 
an be canned without sugar. Chemical compounds and "canning powders" are not recom-
endcci 
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Spea.king of sugar, Canadians are expected to consume about 850 million pounds this 
year comp.red with over a billion in 1939. of this amount it is estimated around 
18.6 per cent is to be produced right here in the Dominion, while the balance will be 
imported. In order to keep commercial jam production up to the 1942-43 level sub-
sidies have been granted manufacturers of strawberry, raspberry and loganberry jam. 

No. 256. -- Bacteria - Friend and Foe 

Shipments of Canadian foodstuffs destined for Britain are under attack long 
before they leave our shores. Before the big COflVO7B move out, the unseen fifth 
column of bacteria and moulde must be overcome. From the time the food leaves the 
farms until it passes through the processing plants and is made ready for shipment, 
the scientists of the Dominion Department of Agriculture have done their part to see 
that the precious cargo spce is not wasted in carrying spoiled food. 

Tests have been developed for measuring the quality of milk coming to cheese 
factories. Simple and practical methods have been discovered for washing milking 
machines and cans. Assistance has been given to cheese-makers to prevent the develop-
ment of rancid flavour in cheddar cheese, which is one of the important concentrated 
foods demanded by Britain. The prevention of surface discoloration of storage and 
print butter, and testing of butter specially packed for invasion forces are functions 
of the Department. 

The great increaae in the use of dehydrated vegetables and fruite and powder-
ed eggs for export has meant further testing to prevent loss caused by bacteria. An 
outstanding contribution has been made in the research work on the production of pent--
cillin and citrinin, two anti--bacterial subatanceø now in demand for treatment of 
wounds. 

Fortunately all bacteria are not fifth columnist; some of them are friendly 
helpers who assist in producing the choice flavour demanded in cheddar cheese, and the 
Dairy Research Unit supplies cultures of the proper type of bacteria to be used as 
starters in the manufacture of cheee0 Bacteria also assist in breaking down the various 
elements in the soil which are used as plant food, and some of them even wage war in 
the soil against the bacteria and moulds which cause plant diseases. Another group 
assists in the fermentation of butylene glycol concerned with rubber production. 

The scientists of the Department are constantly marshalling their forces to 
repel the tiny unseen enemies which attack Canada s food supply, and to support those 
friendly bacteria that provide food for plants, flavour in your Welsh rarebit, and 
may some. day assist in producing tires for your car. 

No. 257. - Tourist Traffic 

June has always been an exciting month. Bees start buzzing, farmers start 
ploughing, housewives start canning, lovers start mooning, and Junior starts his 
holidays. Oh joyful Junea - that time of year when life takes on fresh flavor, 
especially for the mosquitoes and the Travel Bureaux0 

Travell From the standpoint of pleasure seekers, that word has been render-
ed almost obsolete by the war and the far reaching tentacles of its demands upon 
individual liberty. The only strictly legitimate travellers abroad in Canada today 
are those in the uniforms of the United Nations. As for automobile traffic, well, 
everythingts been said before. Nothing could be included here that would alter your 
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AA ration card or get you a now set of tires. 

Summer usually brings with it a decided expansion in the volume bf traffic. 
0f late years this expansion has been very slight and expenditures of vacationists 
have been less concentrated, while a larger proportion of t*2siness and official travel 
has been recorded0 

Last year travellers from other countries spent an estimated $81,900,000 in 
Canada. That sounds like a nice round sum until you stop to compare it with the $111 1 -
000,000 spent the year before0 Most of our tourist traffic comes from across the 
border0 Lust sear our visitors spent $79,000,000 here.. Of this total 41 per cent is 
represented by rail traveller. Travellers from overseas countries did about $2,900,. 
000 worth of thsiness in Canada, a little over half what they spent the previous year. 

This month Canadians begin to think of vacations, of "getting away from it 
all", but they wont be going far afield this time. Many are even taking their holidays 
in 'kapsu1e" form, right under their own fig trees, and discovering that shade is shade 
for .' o that even if the bird bath does have to double for a lake or a far flung ocean 
shore. 

No0 258. * United Nations Food Conference 1 

"The firs' cause of hunger and malnutrition is poverty." 

This was the premise upon which was based the entre discussion at the recent 
food conference be).d in Hot Spinga Virginia. There were delegates of 44 nations present 
representing about three quarters of the world's people. The purpose of the conference 
was to consider the goal of freedom from want in relation to food and agriculture and 
to make recommendations to goverriements represented. It was recognized that it is iee-
less to produce more food unless men and nations provide the markets to absorb it, and 
to provide tke purchasing power sufficient to maintain an adequate diet for all, there 
must be an expansion of the whole world economy. With fufl employment in all countries, 
enlarged industrial production, the absence of exploitation, an increasing flow of trade 
within and between countries, an orderly management of domestic and international equi-
libriuin, the food which is produced can be made available to all people. 

As a working basis there were four technical sections set up with eomrnitto;a to 
deal with consumptinc levels and requireents; expansion of production and adaptation 
to consumption needs; facilitation and improvement of distrihition; and recommendations 
for continuing and carrying forward the work of the conference. And just what were the 
findings and subsequent recommendations of the Conference? Well, here they are, in 
brief: 

It was first of all recommended that the governments and authorities represented 
immediately undertake the task of increasing the food resources and improving the diet 
of their people This should be done in accordance with the principles and objectives 
outlined in the findings of the Conference. 

The problem of adequate nutrition took up a large part of the program. The 
report presents these facts in considerable detail and calls for more investigation of 
the subject0 It was urged that not only should international measures be taken, but 
that each government should accept the responsibility of improVing the diet of Its own 
citizens0 

a 
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No. 259. -- United Nations Food Conference - 2 

Conservation farming was another recommendation brought out at the conference. 
It was agreed that for the long-time pull tf tar post-war needs are met, nations should 
produce more fruits and vegetables, milk a.d ;eat for their own people. Certain other 
crops - for example, wheat should, in the long run, be concentrated in those areas of 
the world best suited to growing them. 

The Conference emphasized the belief that everything po8sible should be done 
to see that farmers have a reasonable return for production. 

Improved farming methods should be put into effect as rapidly and as widely 
as conditions in different countries permit. Research and educational work for agric-
ultural producers and consumers should be actively pushed and supported. 

Markets should be improved and extended. The possibility of narrowing market 
margins should be closely studied. Standards and grades should be extended to protect 
farmers both in selling their products and in buying materials they need Cor production. 

Other recommendations dealt with agricultural credit, cooperative movements, 
land tenure and farm labour, development and settlemment of land for 
food production, occupational adjustments in rural population, international commodity 
arrangements, special international measures for orderly food distributions. 

Recommendations are all very well, you say, but can we count on them being 
carried out? Definitely0 Included in the resolutions is one providing for the 
organization of a permanent body as soon thereafter as possible. The purpose of this 
Commission will be to give effect to the recommendations of the Conference. The 
Interim Commission and the permanent organization when established, will include various 
sections or division to deal with production, marketing, distribution, nutrition, 
consumption, research and education. 

This United Nations Conference on Food and Agriculture has showr that the 
governments and authorities represented are agreed upon the necessity of their taking 
action individually and in concert to achieve freedom from want of food. The reports 
and recommendations of the Conference indicate further consideration of the methods 
to be followed. Accordingly it is recommended that the governments and authorities 
represented should recognize their obligation to their own people and to one another 
to raise the levels of nutrition and the standarda of living, to improve the efficiency 
of agricultural production and to cooperate one with another for the achievement of 
these ends. 

No. 260. -- About the Census 

Now that a great many 1941 census reports have been issued it may be well to 
remind readers of a few things about the census0 

The utility of any government of knowing the extent of its resources in men 
and materials is so obvious that some means of ascertaining this knowledge was probably 
employed vary early In the history of the world. There is no record of such census 
taking in the Egyptian or Assyrian Inscriptions and the Chinese accounts are said to 
be rather dubious. The first reliable record is that of numbering the Jews by King 
David. Such early enumerations aroused the hatred and suspicion of the people, and 
evasions were no doubt common. This antagonistic attitude was due to the use of the 
enumerations for purposes of tax assessment and conscription, rather than for statistical 
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analyses. With the rise of constitutional government, the individual is now protect-
ed by garantee of secrecy respecting the facts gathered by the census enumeration. 

The credit for taking the first census of modern times belongs to Canada, for 
in 1666 some 3,215 persons were enumerated in Nev,France. The first complete census 
of modern times was taken in the year 1751 in Sweden. The first census of the United 
States was taken in 1790 and of England and Wales in 1801. Sporadic censuses were 
taken in the early canadian colonies as early as 1824 and continued more or less ir-
regularly up to the time of Confederation. The first census or the Dominion of Canada 
was taken in 1871. 

Under the Census and Statistics Act of 1905 and the Statistics Act of 1918, 
a census of population and agriculture of the three Prairie Provinces was taken in 
1906 and every tenth year thereafter, in addition to the enumerations at the ciecenctal 
census Si the iihole Liominion. A cenus of the Prairie Provinces, .ts, therefore. taken 
as of June 1st, in the sixth year of each decade, giving the Provinces of !ariitoba, 
Saskatche:an, and Alberta, quinuennia1 enumerations of their population and product-
ive resources. 

L!2 . 	tnatea of Po3ulation 

while the populations in different countries are actually counted at decennial 
or quinquonnial censuses, annual estimates of population are reuirecI by modern states 
for many purposes, such as the calculation of birth, death and marriage rates, and per 
capita figur3s of economic and social significance. 

In different countries, various methods of obtaining annual figures of post-
census nopulations are adopted. For example, it i cssib1e with good vital population 
at any particular date with approximate accuracy by the simple method of adding births 
and arrivals and substracting deaths and departures during the period elapsed since 
the census 

This method, however, is impracticable for Canada, with 4 1 000 miles of common 
boundary lir.e with the United States, crossed in both directions every day by many 
thousands of peop1e The method of arithmetical progression is widely used in estimatiL 
tho oopulations in the older countries of the world 	this method involves the annual 
addition to the popiiation of the country and of particular areas within it of one-
fifth or orxe - tenth of the numerical increase in the last quincuonnial or decennial inte 
ensa1 periodS, 

In Canada, prior to the Census of 1931, annual figures of population were 
purely estimates on the basis of past increases, The intercena1 estimates are iorked 
on the basis of certain known factors, such as natural increase and migration, plus a 
consideration of the collateral data back to 1867, and the resulting figures are believ 
to state the populations at intercensal periods with greater degrees of accuracy. 

Immeulatoly following every census, the previous postoensal estimates of popu-
lation are adjusted to the newly enumerated population figures. 

No 262. -- Growth of Communities 

The population in a community may be increased in one of two ways: by the 
natural increase, the excess of births over deaths or by the mobile increase, the excess 
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of imi.igration over emigration. The growth of the total world population is of course 
dependent solely upon the balance of births and deaths. 

Since the era of discovery, immigration has been an important f&ctor in the 
growth of the Americas, the South African countries and the Antipodes. On the other 
harid. some European countries have suffered a continuous diminution of population by 
reason of cxte.isive emigration. During recent years, however, immigration to the 
United States and Canada from other countries has been checked to some e; tent by changes 
in the immigration laws and the establishment of quotas. 

On the other hand, the enormous increase in transportation facilities has 
brought about a greater mobility of population within the North American countries. 
1igrations alter the distrtbution of the people within a country but do not affect 
the net population growth in point of added number. Interprovincial mit;ratiorls 
are extremely difficult to assess and actually cannot be determined except by population 
enumeration. 

In keeping with a similar decline in the birth rate, the rate ol natural 
increase of the population of Canada has ueciined during recent years. On the other 
hand the natural increase iceline has been offset to some extent by a ccrresponding 
decline in the death rate. In 1926 the rate of natural increase was 13. per thousand of 
population, declining by 140 to 11.7 

The total natural increase in the population of Canada from 1926 to 1940 was 
1,357,998, representing an annual average increase of 123,367 persons. During this 
period there were 1,730,641 male births and 1,687,561 female births, or it total of 
3,468 1 202 births, as against a total of 1 1 610,204 deaths reported during the same 
period. 

No. 263. - Death Rates 

The general death rates of communities and nations have, from time to time, 
been violently disturbed by periodic outbrcas of epidemic diseases. Many communicable 
di:;eases have their favorite haunts, wherein they become epidemic, while in other 1oealiti 
these particular diseases may never appear. An infectious disease is said to have become 
pandemic when it becomes .or1d wide in extent. 

Plague is an infectious disease which, during the history of the world, has  
caused a high mortality. Originally the term "plague" was used to defin any disease 
of epidemic nature which caused a high mortality. Today, however, the term "plague't 
is applied to a disease caused by a specific parasite or bacteria. 

Primarily a disease of the rats and other rodents, the modern plague is trans-
mitted to the human through the medium of rat fleas. History records many plague 
epidemics of varying severity during the ages, among the most devastating during the 
past six or seven centuries being that great cycle of plague deaths in the 14th century, 
commonly known as the Biacic Death, which is said to have wiped out one-(uarter of the 
population of Europe, roughly 25,000 2 000 perSons, The 'Great Plague of London" in 
1664-65, which according to the "Bills of 1ortulity" claimed a total of 68,596 victims 
in a population estimated at 460,000, an astounding mortality rate of 143.1 per thousand 
of population. 

In modern times, cholera, dysentery, typhus and bubonic plague, are most prevalen 
in hot countries. These infections are said to be Asiatic in origin. Isolated epidemics 
of diphtheria, typhoid fever and similar infections are of fairly common occurrence even 
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today, but none of these diseases has, during recent years, reached pandemic propor-
tioris. 

No264 - Small2 

The date and origin of smallpox is unknown, but history records a severe 
ejidemic in Iceland during the 13th century, while its first recorded appearance in 
urope was during the 15th century0 Smallpox epidemics became progrssive1y more 

conmori in the 1Gti and 17th centiries, attaining the maximum of frccuency an3. extent 
durLrig the 18th century.  

The "Bills of Mortality" revealed that over a period of 10 years, from 1681 
o 1691, smallpox deatru; in,,he city of London exceeded an average of a thousand 

deaths a year0 The United/hAd 	in the Litter part of the 13th and early years 
of the 20th centuries, experienced severe outbreaxs of smallpox, yet today vaccination 
has reduced this great scourge in most European and North American countries to be 
aimo si negligi bLe 

An infectious disease which during the last 40 years has reached panaomic 
proportions is influenza in its various types0 The 1890 epidemic travelled around 
the world within three to four years, and from 1317 to 119 it again circled the 
globe Influenza first became apparent in epidemic proportions in Canada early in 
Octber of 1913 and reached its peak in December and January, subsiding gradually 
to ,.%rirds the end of ?.arch and the beginning of April 1919. 

Ontario, the most populous of the provinces, in l318 recorded a death rate 
per thousand population of 15.3 as against 12.0 in 1917; 11.9 in UlO; and 13.9 in 
1320; hiie cuebec, the second geographical unit of Canada in size of population 
recorded crude death rates of 15.8 in 1917; 20.6 in 1918; 14. 5 in 1913; and 16.4 in 
1920,  

No, 265, 	Vheat for_Greece 

"Every ;wnth since August 194" says the Hon James A. MacKinnon, "Canada 
b:ui been sending half a million bushels of wheat to Greece." 

Idj: 	)'1rc;rorit. made in the Houc of omI.ori5 recently by the Minister 
of Tiade and Comierce must have had tremendous appeal for Canadians generally. Almost 
unbelievable stories of pitifully gallant struggle being put up by the people of 
Greece have been seeping out of Europe Our hearts have bled for them in their hour 
rf supreme sacrifice. but cornnisoratiôn is one thing and sursteriarree ijuito another. 
Sympathy does not fill empty stomachs. Now at last we can be sure that our moral 

pport ias something tangible behind it. 

As a matter of actual fact our shipments of viheat to Greece have passed 
h.00000 hishel mark, This has been a straight gift from Canada to the Greeks 
.nu has been carried in neutral Sr:edi:th vessels During the five months ending May, 

'r sifely deliiercd, thistrthutiori overseas being upervaed 

is expected that we viii have about a billion bishels 
.;fest, At the present time there are abeut 650,QG0,000 

in storage. V'estern grain growers have been encouraged by the Agricultural 
1:: 	uii in - 	::r 	: TL 	•r' 	 L2 total 
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acreage reduction now is about 11,000,000 acres from the former total area of around 
66,000,001 acres. More than 18,000 farmers have taicen athantage of the theat acrea-
ge reuuction bonus system vhich has not been in force for three years. Last year 
acreage reduction bonus amounted to 121,07j,000 and this year it is anticipcted it 
will reach 26,000,000. 

According recent btatements of the Department of Agriculture ubout a biLLion 
doiJrs have been paid to date out of the Federal Treasury in various forms of aid to 
grain growers. Unless a big market for wheat develops before the end of the war, there 
seems little Cl)aflce of stopping the present policy cf bonusing western grerm; for 
turntng vheat acreage into the production of coarse grains and other purposes. 

No. 266. -• Tuberculosis 

Tuberculosis in all its forms ranked eighth among the ten leadin:; causes of 
death in Saimda in 1940. This disease takes its heaviest toil during the industrial 
years in the span of life between the ages of 16 and 65. The world toll in this age 
bracket is in the neighborhood of 30 per cent of all deaths. Twenty-five years ago, 
one-eighth of the total world mortality was aue to the ravages of "mants rnot universal 
scourge" -- tuberculcu s infection. 

It is more prevalent among the poorer classes than among those in the upper 
economic levels. Many people infected with tuberculosis recover spontaneously and 
civilized man is said to have neveloped a distinct resistance to the diseasc. Even 
before the nature of the infection was known, tuberculosis began to decline0 It has 
already become a class disease and prevention is today a medical-social problem. Early 
diagnosis is an important factor both to the infected person and to the cimaunity. 

On the North American continent during the past fifty years, reductions in 
the death rates from tuberculosis have been truly remarkable. In the United States 
the tuterculosis death rate dropped from 249 per 1001000 of population in 1390 to 4E 
in 140, a reduction of 82 per cent. The public health campais for the prevention 
of tuberculosis have been particularly successful in the fight against this original 
"Captain of the men of Death". 

Yet, during the past fifteen years, 1926 to 1940, over 106,192 Canadians died 
from the effects of tuberculous infection. The majority of these deaths could have 
been preveeted by avoiding infection, and improving resistance. An iniproemont in 
nutrition, better housing, the elimination of over-crowding, over-work anu worry, 
greatly improves the resistance to the disease. 

Science hao gone a long way in demonstrating the pattern for eridicating 
tuberculous infection, but it remains for society generally to apply the full program 
of the preventive measures. 

No. 

At the 1941 Census 8,05,00 persons or 72 per cent of the total population of 
Canada had always resided in the province in which resident on June 2, 1i. Between 
85 and 90 per cent of the population of the Maritime Provinces had never rsided outside 
these provinces. About 88 per cent of the population of çucbec had aLLays lived in the 
province, while 72 per cent of the population of Ontario had never establi thed residence 
outside the province. Abcut 60 per cent of the population of Manitoba and of guskathcwan 
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reported continuous residence in the province, while for Alberta just over 50 per cent 
had never lived outside the province. British Columbia, with only 38 per cent of its 
population born and brought up within the province, had a much smaller continuously 
resiaent population than any other province of Canada. It. might be mentioned that in 
the Census a person was deemed to have had continuous residence in the province in vthic 
living at the date of the Census If he had never resided for a year or more outside 
that province. 

There were 3,201 ,e44 persons in Canada at the 1941 Census who had not always 
resided in the province in which resident at the 1941 Census. However, ovtr half of 
these had resided over 20 years in the province of residence,at the date of the Census, 
and about 80 per cent ten years or more. The remaining population with less than ten 
years residence in the province at the Census date constituted about 20 per cent of the 
population of Canada not always resident in the province, and about 6 per cent of the 
total population of Canada on that date. 

With the exception of British Columbia, in each province the proportion of the 
total population with les. than 10 years residence in the province at the date of the 
1941 Census was approximately 5 per cent. In British Columbia lZ4,008 persons or 17 
per cent of the population of the province had been resident in the province less than 
10 years prior ts the Census date, June 2, 1941. Most of these persons appear to have 
come from the Prairie Provinces. 

Seal Ijac t Sealed 

About thirty years ago four countries made a treaty knovn as the Pelagic 
Sealing Treaty. The word Peigic means oceanic, that is of or pertaining to the sea. 
The countries invo]ve.d were the United States Russia, Japan and Canada, and the agroemen 
established control of sealing operations in treaty waters. It has the effect then of 
saving a North American industry which at that time was near to the vanishing point. 
By 1l1, the year of the treaty, the Pribilof herd of fur seals had drop.ed to 125,000 
xrot a herd once estimated at 4,000,000. Uncontrolled exploitation was the i;thn destruc 
tive factor, but steps taken under the treaty had brought the numbers back to 2,250,-
000 by 194L 

A provialonal agreement between Cana.da and the United States, deesed to have 
come into effect as of June i, 1942 3  has been made to coit,ro1 the fur seal capture in 
the Beririd Sea and other waters off the continent's west coast. Unuer its terms twenty 
instead of fiftaeri er cent of cash year's take will now be delivered to Carda by the 
U.S.. government and in dealis in setlskins a t1v per cent difference counts for some-
thing. This agreeneat will continue operative until twelve months after the end of the 
present world emergency or for a year after either governmnenUits notifiod the oLher of 
its intention to terminate th* understanthng. Broadly statcd, the greecont' s maj or 
provisions are that no nationals or citisens of either country, exoept, unuer certain 
conditions,. Indians or other bcrigines, may kill, capture or pursue fur saals at sea 
wi.thin the area bich the agree;cnt covers. 

Tile right or tile United States to suspend, restrict and regulate the taking 
of skins at the rookerie is not affected by the agreement but there is a proviso that 
the two governments will consult from time to time regarding the level of population at 

which the seal herd is to be maintained or other important phases of management or 
policy. 

So far as the old treaty is concerned, it cwne officially to an end in the 
autumn of 1941, following notice from Japan in 190 of intention to abrogate the convent 
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For some years before 1940 however, Russia had not participated actively in treaty 
&ffairs Fo.LLowing abrog Lon by Japai ;  the Canadian and United States govemnnents 
entered into thcussions as to the courie best to be followed to conserve the horde 
and obtain continued return from the fur seal resources, and out of these discussions 
came the provisional agreement, which was accepted by each country a short time ago. 

o. 269. - - Canninj Subi.iios 

Sutr.i.dios to growers of tomatoes 1  corn, peas, green and wax beans for canning 
will be paid to gro::ers by canners who will recover their payrnents from the Arieulturl 
Food Board. The Subsidies, higher than thoe of l'42, are in athiition to the ccmcrs' 
purchase price which must be at least eual to that of 1941. 

Tue board explains that rvhere farmers have contracted to celiver these vege-
tables to canners for a price which did not include the subsidy, they will receive the 
.ubsidy in addition to the contract prices If the contract included only purL of the 

subsidy, the canner will be required to pay the difference to the grower. 

Aiount of the subsidy for tomatoes is $6 a ton; corfl, $4; peas, $10, shelled 
weight, or 1, 2, straw weight; and beans ) 	50. 

Subsidies on canning crops 'i'er introduced last year when they vere paid to the 
canrisr o included them in hi purchase price to the farmer. At that time, the ubidy 
on torn.toos was a ton; corn, 2; peas 7509 shelled weight, or l.53, straw weight; 
and wax and green beans, S. 

The 1943 subsidies are higher than those received by the farmer in 1942 by 
$2 a ton for tomatoes and corn, $2,50 for beans and shelled peas, and 50 cents for the 
straw veight of peas The reason for the increase over 1_J42 -ubsidiez w&c to encourage 
this year's production of the required quantities of canning crops. 0thcrise, farmers 
might have substituted les essential crops requiring lesS labour and ri3k to produ.e. 

The 1943 sub3idiej are p.yaL1e and reeoverb1e by canners ho1c1ig a Manufac-
turer S 3.Les L'x License. License-holding growers who can their own product nrc also 
eligible for the subsidy. But when these grower-canners buy vegetables for canning, 
they must pay the subsidies in addition to the purchase price and apply to the hgricultur-
a]. Food Board for refund 

No. 270. -- Rid the. Home of ants 

ants frequen.1y enter dwellings in search of food. They can beome, If not 
controlled, a great  pest. They feed on many kinds of foodsturt's ht are particularly 
fond of sweet or fatty substances. nti may be discouraged from entering houses by 
Keeping shelves, tables and floors in kitchens and pantries as free as possible from 
crumbs and other food fragiients and by storing foodstuffs in art-proof eoiit.iriers. In 
addition, openings in floors and walls should be carefully plugged. 

The most satisfactory material so far discovered for destroying ants i8 sodium 
fluoride, sold by druggists in the form of a hite poidor, The povder bliouli be scat-
tered or dusted lightly In p1acc freunted by the ants and left undirlod until the 
ants have disappeared. As sodium fluoride is somewhat poisonous, cure liou1d be taken 
to prevent children or anIa1 pete from gaining auces to it. 
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As an alternative, bait,s may be used. They may consist either of meat bones 
or sponges dipped in sweetened water. Then large numbers of ants have collected on 
the baits they may be destroyed by immersion in very hot water. A bait trap which has 
been used with suc:ess may be made by taing a small tin with a tight lid, punching 
several holes in the sides and to1, and placing a rua11 viece of sponge insiae moistened 
with a syrup prepared by mixing 10 grains of sodium arsenate, 6 ounces of sugar, and 
one pint of hot water. In using this bait, great care must be taken because of the poisc 
ous nature of sodium arsenate. 

No. 271. -- Science and the Farmer 

To the casual passer-by the soil of any farm may appear uniform but under the 
careful lnvesti.ation of the soil scientist startling diCfercrices may soon become ap-
parent. There may be mineral deficiencies, some soils may be more efficient for growing 
certain crc)ps than others, and again some soils may be of little use to the farmer unlcsi 
they are treated with the proper amount of the necessary fertilizers. One of the aims of 
the agricultural scientist is to make the most efticient use of the soil by determining t 
treatments necessary to get the most production. 

Most Ounniian soils require large amounts of phosphoric acid, and where this is 
added in the form of super-phosphate much of it becomes tied up in such a way that plants 
cannot use it. This is called phosphate fixation, The study of how to improve the 
utilization of the phosphoric acid of superphosphates has been one phase of the work of 
paramount importance to Canadian agriculture carried out by the Dominion Department of 
Agriculture. Under present war conditions, the study is of special importance, because 
the supply of superphosphates is limited, chiefly on account of the restricted amount of 
sulphuric acid necessary in its manufacture. 

An investigation on the sources of phosphoric acid as a fertilizer is also anoth 
of the main objects of the Division. Basic slag (a by-prduct in the manufacture of stee 
rias received particular attention. Chemical tests have iidicated that, as a result of a 
change in proces;;ing much more of the phosphoric acid of the slag becomes available, and 
the Division is now undertaking studies to determine the fertilizing value of this modi-
fied product. In view of the fact that the annua.l production of slag at Sydney, N.S., is 
expecteq to be about 125,000 tons, and also that there is a need for larger quantities 
of phosphate fertilizers in Canadi the employment of the open hearth slag would be an 
important aid to increased production, if it can be shovrn that it is a useful source of 
phosphorus for plants. 

In addition to studies in connection with soils and fertilizers, the vrk of 
the Diviionof Chemistry includes investigations on animal nutrition, plant chemistry 
and foois. Cemica1 analyses are also made for projects conducted by other Divisions of 
Science Service and the Experimental Farm Service and analyses are made in connection 
with the administration of the Meat and Canned Foods Act and the Maple Sugar Industry 
Act. The main laboratories of the Division are situatad at the Central Experimental 
Farm, Ottawa, and regional laborathries are maintained at the Dominion Experimental 
Stations at Kentville, N.S., and Summerland, B.C. 

No. 272. -- Lets Draw ;trav 

The dod--eared quip "Wher in Romc do as the Pomans &c" may seem a Lit distaste--
ful just now, but it would seem we are indebted to the Romans of earlier dcys for at 
least one thing. That is the custor: of wearing strav hats. 
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Although Romans generally went barcheaded, they donned straw hats with stiff 
brims and hi;h crowns when they attended the open air theatres. Fishermen, sailors and 
travellers of one sort or another usually wore them too. Patterned after !acedonian 
models, the Roman straw hats were too difi' cult to scuipiure go that accounts for the 
hatless statues of early Roman heroes that haunt our museums. 

from 
Today the world's finest ctraw hats come/Ecuador, to strictly spe.kirtg the 

familiar "panama" is not a product of Panama at. all. In fact, it is not ral1y made 
from straw either. It is handv:oven by Inuians from s1it and bleached leaves of the 
paimlike "toquilla". In Ecuador and Coloml.ia hat making is a home industry, frecuenily 
a side line to farming. One hat may be six months in the niakn 

Stran hat making has also become a large domestic industry in the Unitec States. 
and it is from there we have imported most of our stray, hats in the pat. In 1939 about 
2 0 350 hats of straw, grass or chip came into Canada from across the border. Many of 
these may have been re-exports from Ecuador or Colombia or even Mexico. Other pre-war 
sources of this commodity were the United Kingdom, France and Italy. The total value 
of our imports of straw hats in 199, the last year for which figures are 
was b9,4l5. 

No. 273. -- Teuchers' Salaries in Eight Provrices 

Reflecting enlistment in the armed forces, together with the fact that other 
branches of employment provided more attrative remuneration, the nwber of male teachers 
in eight provinces of Canada, i.e. excluding Cuebec, declined from 14,700 in 199 to 1?,-
600 in 1942, a net loss of 2,100. Fully dO per cent of this loss was from the one-room 
rural schools, where the teachers are younger and lower-paid. There were 50,100 teachers 
reportec in the eight provinces. There were apprcimately 17,0O0 one-rooir schools in 
the eight provinces. In other words, one-third of all teachers work in ouch schools. 

Under wartime conditions teachers in the small schools are staying less than 
two years in their jobs, on the avera;e, before roving on to another school or another 
kind of work. In the Maritime Provinces they are averaging 500 or less per yer in pay, 
in Wanitoba somewhat over QW, in Saskatchewan $70, in Alberta, British Columbia and 
Ontario Letvzeen $800 and $850. Accordingly in the provinces where the sa:Iarles are best, 
half of these teachers receive lcs than 170 monthly, and in some provinces half receive 
no more than t40 monthly. 

During the first three years of war their salaries in the eight provizcc. irt.:rease 
on the average about $10 per month, but this was not enough to offset the comparative 
attractiveness of other employment, and in the year just ended a very cons iderable number 
of these small schools have either had to reirain closed or to be pUt in cir;e of teachers 
without certjfjcate. 

In larger schools, during the first three years of war, salaries nowhere increased 
as much as 10 per month, except in Saskatchewan where they had not recovered from the 
low levels reached in the drought years. There wore small increases, however, in all 
provinces but Prince Edward Island. 

No. P. 
To paraphrase an old adage, to spare the shears is to spoil the heige. After 

it is planted properly, the most important point in the development of a good hedge is 
to cut it back the first year as severely as it will stand. 
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A deciduous hedge, or a hedge which is not an evergreen, hoti be cut to 
within a few inches of the ground as soon aLi it is planted in the spring; ?;ith ever-
green pinch out about half of the current easonts growth about the riiidd.le of June 
for spruce, pine and yew, and about the first of September for cedar. If the hedge 
is alloweu to grow tall before trirmr.ing coimflerices, the bottom will neyer fill in 
thickly. 

1\fter the initial trimmir, one trimming a year about the time that active 
growth starts will keep the hedge tidy. In districts whrc the s.nov,fali Js heavy 
the top of the hedge should he rounded or pointed to prevent the weight of snow from 
breaking it down The sides should slope in tov.ards the top so as to aflow more 
light to reach the lower foliage and keep it healthy. 

Like other living things hedges re.uire fooci and water. A good top dressing 
of well-rotted barnyard manure may be spread over the soil on each side of the hedge 
in autumn, and lightly forked into the surface in spring--deep digging will destroy 
the roots. If manure cannot be obtained a row of A. holes about a foot apart 9 11-12 
deep and about 18" out, should be drilled with a crowbar in the soil on either side 
of the hedge and commerciai fertilizer placed in these holes at the rate of two pounds 
to every 25 feet of hedge. Elood meal or tankage is good for conifers and a 10-6-4 
fertilizer for dmciduous hedges. 

During the first year the hedge should receive a liberal sup1y of water, 
it once established watering is not so necessary eccpt where the hedge is planted 

at the top of a retaining wall orbetween paved drive'.ays where it cannot receive 
much water natura1ly,  
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